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ABSTRACT

An ex erimental set up was.developed to study the kinetics

.of heterogene us catalytic reactions in a recycle reactor system.

Literature r iew was made on the kinetics, mechanism, multiplicity,

and oscillatory behaviour of carbon monoxide oxidation and an

experimental program was suggested.

In part II of the thesis, a model was developed for simulat-

ing shift converters. The conversion of carbon monoxide with steam

can be achieved in a number of different ways. Various possible

strategies were discussed and the most widely accepted and economic

system was simulated for various operating conditions to find the

minimum amount of catalyst required.

Different combinations of inlet temperatures and outlet

carbon monoxide concentrations to both the high temperature and

low temperature shift converters are tried in.anattempt to develup

optimum operating conditions. The models are used to simulate

twO operating plants in the country and the results indicate
consistency of plant conditions to that of the simulated results

wlthin acceptable range.

'. •
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. DEVELOPMENT OF REACTOR SYSTEM
Chemical reactor design is based on four processes -

chemical reaction kinetics and the transfer of mass, heat and

momentum. In industrial reactors, all these processes occur

simultaneously. But in the laboratory, it is of primary importance

that these effects be studied independently to minimize or

eliminate the dependence of the data on the type and size of

equipments used. It is possible to carry out experiments in the

laboratory where temperature and diffusional effects are present

fnd th.ebf'makecorrection. But computational methods of correction

usually leads to results of doubtful value.

The preferred procedure is to eliminate such gradient

experimentally with a reactor deSigned for independent study of

each variable. The recycle reactor meets the desired criteria

for experimentation. The outstanding feature of such a system is

the recirculation of most of the.reactor effluent stream, a small

feed stream being continuously added and a small net product

stream continuously removed. The greatest advantage of thl",

reactor is its abilit¥ to control catalyst temperature. The use

of recirculation rates ten to fifteen times larger than fresh

feed rates gives an adiabatic temperature rise of approximau2.lY

one tenth to one fifteenth of that which would occur in an rrii~~ry

adiabatic differential reactor operating with the same ~verall

conversion. Hence, high recirculation rates also permi~ ~lgl..;as

ve\.ocities past the catalyst. particle", without the us", c' ,,;.:j. '
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quantities of reactants. Theoretically mass transfer could

be reduced until, even for reactions occuring at a very rapid

rate~ the rate of mass transfer would no longer influence the

overall rate of reaction. Recirculation provides an effective

experimental means of showing when mass transfer rates are absent.

The present study involves a shop fabricated recirculation

pump for external recirculation of products. The shaft of the

recycle pump works on the magnetic actuation between external

driver magnets and internal driven magnets. For the sake of

development of recycling reactor system1we choose CO oxidation,

over Palladium catalyst as the reaction system.

1.2. MODELLING OF FIXED BED REACT6RS~J,
Although the fundamental principles of catalytic reactors

were developed as early as 1940, it was only in the 70's economics

played a pivotal rate in'the design and operations of catalytic

fixed bed reactors. Due to this catalytic fixed bed reactors now

find use in many varied fields like pollution control, aeronautics,

etc. from their traditional and only use in Chemi6al industry. Not

only has the use of catalytic fixed bed reactors diversified in

different fields but th~re has also been a tremendous and ravolu-

tionary technological development in terms of catalyst and capacit~.

New method of catalyst configuration and preparation has

:caused interaction between chemical rate processes and "'::ran~'"....(

phenomena. This is complicated since by solving the rel~"an~ .r
.'
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simultaneously results in most cases in non linear partial diffe-

rential equations which cannot be solved analytically. Chemical

Engineers usually investigate the chemical reaction rates and

transport processes separately and integrate this information to

create models of varied complexity. Usually there are two approaches

for designing packed beds. The first called a priori design is

based upon the idea of extrapolating laboratory results to pilot

plant on industrial scale. In the second approach in the a

posteriori design, these predicted phenomena are experimentally

verified. The second approach if based upon both laboratory and

pilot plant experimental data .enables interpolation and extrapola-

tion in the operating variables.

In this thesis ~eneral principles and different approaches

to the modelling of fixed bed reactors are discussed. In particular

a model for a single bed two

Tllis model was simulated for

the validity of the model.

1.3. 0~JECTIVES

stage shift converter was developed.
~ t •

various 0perating conditions to test

The main objectives of this research were as follows:

(i) To develop a recycle reactor .system for studying the

catalytic oxidation of ~arbon mono~ide. To make a literature

survey on the kinetics, mechanism and oscillatory behavior of

carbon monoxide oxidation in order to identify exper'mental

program with the recycle reactor system.

c'
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(ii) To review the different models of fixed bed reactor

with special emphasis on shift converters.
(iii) TO study the various possible strategies for the design

of shift converters and simulate the most widely accepted and

economic system for various operating conditions to find the

minimum amount of catalyst required.
(iv) To simulate two operating plants in the country for

testing the validity of the model developed.
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PART I

DEVELOPMENT OF A RECYCLE REACTOR SYSTEM
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. LABORATORY REACTORS

2.1.1. BASIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN!

The design of an industrial reactor begins with accurate

reliable laboratory data. Choosing the type of laboratory reactor

for evaluating process kinetics is the most crucial step in an

industrial process development program. Not only would a wrong

choice result in expensive delays but data may be obtained which

would scale-up erroneously leading tQ a disastrous commercial

design.

In this section some of the pitfalls a.nd limitations of

various laboratory reactors are discussed and a modus operandi

is suggested for choosing from among the potential reactors, those

that have the best chance of supplying the desired accurate kinetic

rate data for reactor design. The following attributes of the

laboratory reactor were considered ..

1. Sampling and analysis of product composition.

2. Isothermality.

3. Residence contact time measurement.
j

4. Selectivity ti~e averaging disguise.

5. Construction difficulty and cost.

I

J~
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Differential reactor:

A differential reactor contains a shallow bed of catalyst

so that relatively small changes in composition are obtained by

passing a reactant through the catalyst bed. The main problem with

the differential reactor stems from difficulties in preparing the

feed composition and in the analysis of the product compositions.

By its nature, the differential reactor gives a small incremental

conversion which can be difficult to measure for a complex multi-

component system. Due to the small conversions, heat release will

be small and isothermality is easily maintained. Any channeling

in a differential reactor will be fatal in terms of measuring

accurate contact times. Being a fixed bed, good vapour liquid

distribution is difficult. Since catalyst rapidly decays, a time -

averaged selectivity disguise is serious and transient behaviour

is noted. One of the greatest advantage is that except for liquid

distribution problems, construction is quite simple.

Integral Reactor:
fIntegral reactors utilize a much large: amount of catalyst

I ,
, 1

bed than differential reactors. Since the conversion in an integral

reactors would be highe~, extreme precision in measurements is

not. required. Some of the principal disadvantages of integral

reactor is the difficulty of obtaining isothermal condition and

proper flow distribution and higher transport gradients within the

bed and is clearly inferior to differential reactors.
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stirred Batch Reactor:

Since the powdered catalyst will be dispersed as a slurry

in the stirred batch reactor, separation of the product from the

catalyst must be accomplished by the sampling system. With enough

agitation, isothermality should be excellent. Accurate residence

time measurement is possible if,there is provision for rapid

quenching. It is quite fairly straightforward in construction.

Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor:

Although stirred tank reactors have been successfully employed

to determine the chemical reaction rate, but it has some short-

comings. The ratio of free volume to catalyst volume is often

too large. For this reason, there is a possibility of homogeneous

reaction to take place simultaneously with the catalytic reaction.

The extent of gas solid contact is not always well defined. Since

perfect mixing can be achieved, isothermality can be achieved.

Also if rapid quenching of the existing mixture is achieved, then

contact time can be identified quite-accurately. Steady state

behavior can be easily obtained. There are some construction diffi-

culty in catalyst feeding and separation problem.

Pulse Reactor:

In the pulse reactor over a small amount of catalyst a

small pulse of reactant is introduced. The effluent from the reactor

can be fed directly to a chromatograph so as to minimize any

samp.i.,handling problems. A wide range of .conversion levels car
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be achieved so that sample analysis should not be a serious

problem. A small amount of catalyst can be surrounded by a large

heatsinkto minimize departures from isothermality; however, again

strongly exotherm~ or endothermic reaction can lead to significant,

temperature differences. The key difficulty with the pulse reactor

lies in the fact that the catalyst surface concentrations are changing

during the pulse. Thus, the adsorbed species will change during the

course of reaction which could lead to a selectivity disguise.

If all reaction paths are "altered identically by these adsorbed

species, then the pulse reactor still could be useful for selectivity

studies. While this is an unsteady state reactor, short pulses

of reactant can follow the instantaneous behavior. Construction

difficulties will be similar to the differential reactor with a

small amount of additional complexity added by the need to introduce

accurate pulses of reactant.

Recycle Reactor:

Recycle reactors have been designed and developed to combine

the desirable features of the differential and integral reactors.

A recycle reactor consists of a recycle loop around a small reactor

betwe~n the feed and product streams. The analytical difficulty

of a differential reactot is thus avoided due to a large difference

in the concentrations of fresh feed and product streams. Also the

disadvantages of the integral reactors are overcome due to small
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interphase gradients and large flow rates resulting from low con-

version and high recycle ratio respectively.

Not every reaction can be studied by using a recycle reactor

because in some cases various side reactions may be promoted,

owing to the admixture of products to the fresh feed. Another possible

difficulty is the length of time required for the recirculating

portjon of the system tb reach a steady state operation. Pressure

drop across the reactor may be higher than those usually observed

in ordinary differential beds. Owing to the transient period after

the change of any experimental variable, one must have a continuous

method of analysis when using this type of reactor. One of the

major difficulties with these reactors is the design of a suitable

recycle pump capable of operating at the high temperature and pressure

usually encountered. Ability to maintain isothermality is greatly

improved. Th~sereact?rs give plugging and flow problems in slurry

systems and hence it cannot be used.

It can thus be concluded that Recycle Reactor has considerable

potential for studying the intrinsic reaction rate of chemical

reaction and hence a reaction system was developed. Details about

other types of laboratory reactors and their limitation are given

by Weakman (46). The li~itations and p~rformance ratings of the

reactors discussed above, are summarized in Table 2.1.1.
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SAMPLING ISOTHERMALITY RESIDENCE SELECTIVITY CONSTRUCTION
.,C,CTOR TYPE AND ANALYSIS CONTACT TIME DISGUISE-DECAY PROBLEMS
Differential Can be difficult at Low Heat Release Channeling Fatal. Transient One of
Reactor low conversion (F-G) V-L Distribution Behavior (P) simplest (G)

(P-F) problem (F)

Integral
"Reactor

Normal Problem (G) Very difficult
to achieve uni-
form Temperatures

(P-F)

Channeling or
liquid Distribu-
tion may be a
Problem (F)

Transient
Behavior (P)

Fairly Straight
Forward (G)

•

stirred Batch
'Reactor

Difficult On-line
"'Analysis Problem

(F)

Well Mixed (G) Accurate Residen-
ce Time is Rapid
Quenching (G)

Transient
Behavior (P)

Fairly Straight
Forward (G) -

,.

!."

,Continuous
Stirred tank
Reactor

Catalyst Reactant
Seperation
Problems (F)

Well Mixed (G) Well Known is
Good Mixing and
Rapid Quenching

(F-G)

Steady.State
Behavior (G)

Difficult Catalyst;'~'
Feeding and Sepa- :,:'
ration Problems

(P-F)

Pulse
Reactor

Can Fire Direct to
Chromatograph (G)

Small Amount of
Catalyst in Large
Heat Sink (F-G)

Transient Surface
Coverage and Chr-
omatograph
Separation (P)

Short Pulse Similar to Diff-
can Follow Ins- erential
tantaneous React0r (G)
Behavior (F-G)

, -",

I- :

Recycle
Reactor

Rapid Catalyst
,Reactant Seperation
Essential (F-G)

Well Mixed (G) Well Mixed at
Highly Circulat-
ingVelocities(G)

Steady State
Operation (G)

Requires Recir-
culation Pump
or jets (F-P)

* G = good, F = fair, P = poor.
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2.2. CATALYTIC OXIDATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE

2.2.1.INTRODUCTION

The catalytic oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO) has been

studied extensively with many catalysts. The interest in catalytic

CO oxidation was greatly renewed in the late 1960's and early

1970's when the increasing level of CO emissions forced many

governments to impose restrictions on the amount emitted from

major sources. In U.S.A automobile combustion of gasoline accounted

for over 80% of the total CO emissions. At present, exhaust

treatment devices, such as catalytic converters, show promise

in reducing these emissions to the low levels required. Most of

the early work dealt primarily with predictions of catalytic

activity of various metallic oxides, especially the transition

group metallic oxides. Reaction mechanism and possible surface

intermediates were thoroughly examined. The catalyst used in the

catalytic converters of today contain noble metals, such as

platinum, and do not represent an optimal choice for several

reasons. Platinum is expensive and is easily poisoned by all

types of impurities; it is even self-poisoned by excess CO,

the oxidation rate is high at high temperatures but intolerably

slow at low temperature~ when most of the CO emissions occur.

Thus, the need for a cheaper catalyst with good performance is

still in demand today.
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2.2.2.KINETICS OF CARBON MONOXIDE OXIDATION

A complete literature review of catalytic oxidation of

carbon monoxide (CO) has been compiled by Katz (1) and Dixon and

Longfield (2).Laidler (3) summarized a number of studies done on

CO oxidation with different surfaces such as quartz glass, rock

crystal, platinum, and copper oxide and tabulated the empirically

found reaction rate orders which varied from-l to 1 with respect

to CO and from 0 to 1 with respect to oxygen.

Tajbl, D.G. et al (4) studied the kinetics of CO oxidation

by 0.5wt % palladium on~~alumina pellets in a specially designed

continuous stirred tank catalytic reactor evaluated as a perfect

mixer. In this study conversion varied from 2 to 15 %, in the

temperature range 2000 to 2340C and at a total pressure of 1 atm.

The rate is found to be proportional to the 02/CO ratio and the

apparent activation energy is 28.5 Kcal per mole.

Schwab and Gossner (5) also studied the kinetics of CO

oxidation by O2 over a palladium wire. They found the rate to

be proportional to the 02/CO ratio and the apparent activation

energy was 14.0 Kcal per mole in the temperature range of 2500C

to 320oC.

Schwab and Gossne'r also studied the oxidation of CO on silver

and silver palladium alloys and found different rate expressions,

which they qualitatively explained on the basis of the catalyst

electron configuration and Langmuir adsorption theory. They
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found that for silver catalyst the rate is directly proportional

to the product of carbon monoxide and oxygen concentration in

the temperature range of 250-5500C. The' activation energy was

found to be 22.0 kcal per mole.

Carberry, J.J. (6) also studied the kinetics of CO oxidation

over externally deposited Pd on alumina pellets in the temperature

range Df 2000 to 3000C in a continuous stirred tank reactor.

Excellent agreement with literature was realized with respect

to the reaction order of each component and to the activation

energy.

Parravano, G. (7) studied the catalytic oxidation of

iarbon monoxide on pure Nickel oxide and Nickel oxide containing
"

foreign ions. In the former case investigation was carried at

different partial pressures of carbon monoxide and oxygen and

temperatures upto 2220C. He found that under the conditions of

the experiment, two different kinetically distinguishable stages

for the catalytic process was recognized. After an initial stage

characterized by high rates and rapldly diminishing activity,

the catalyst shows a minimum constant value of activity. He found

the overall activation energy to be 9.7 kcal per mole. For the

constant activity stage he found the following rate law

r =

r=

k(CO)0.5(O )0.5
2 ,

k(CO) (0 )0.25
2

\
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Activatio:l energy was found to be 2.2 kcal per mole for low

and 13.0 kcal per mole for the high temperature range. He found

that pretreatment with CO eliminate the first stage of diminishing

activity but no change in the initial rate of the oxidation reac-

tion when pretreated with oxygen. He also proposed a reaction

mechanism to explain the experimental data. He concluded that

the concentration of excess oxygen in the solid phase to be the

controlling factor in determining the type of kinetics followed

by the reaction.

Parravano (7) in his latter studies with nickel oxide catalyst

containing foreign ions concluded that the activation energy

for the oxidation reaction on nickel oxide is not affected at

low temperature (lOOo-lSOoC) by the addition of foreign ions to

the nickel oxide lattice. At higher temperatures, however, the

activation energy of the catalytic reaction is dependent upon

the type of addition. This effect he concluded was related to

the kinetic mechanism of the reaction and to the changes in elect-

ronic properties of nickel oxide brought about by the introduction

in its lattice of f~reign ions.

Coekelbergs et al (8) studied the oxidation reaction in

the presence of alumina in'a flow system over the temperature

range 250 to 400oC. He also studied tne effect of irradiation with
, 19 1-1X-rays (55kV) at a dose rate of 2xlO eV g- hr . They found

out that for the unirradiated catalyst at the usual working condi-

tions (P~370 torr, ..• 2, flow rate , -150 cc mlD, 5 gm
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r = k(CO}
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catalyst) conversion was detected only at temperatures above

1800C. The activation energy was found to be 18 kcal per mole

between 2100 to 3600C. The order of the reaction was found to

be close to 1 with respect to CO, whereas the order with respect

to O2 is one-half at 2200C, and one-fifth at 325°C.

(0 )0.5 at T = 220°C2

(0 )0.2 at T = 3250C2

They found that with the SmIDeworking conditions, X-rays irradia-

tion of the catalyst gives rise to easily measurable conversion

at room temperature. The reaction rate at this temperature corres-

ponds to 260°C without irradiation. They found out that for the

irradiated catalyst, the reaction rate is independent of temperature

between 50° to 300°C and its value is the same as that measured

at 300°C on unirradiated catalyst. At higher temperature they

found that the activation energy is about the same for unirradiated

and irradiated catalyst. They concluded that the irradiation

markedly increases the catalytic activity of alumina by a factor

reaching 106 at room temperature and 102 at 200°C. They further

found out that the orde~ with respect to CO pressure is not affected

by irradiation and is close to unity at the temperatures of 100°

and 350°C, but reaction order with respect to O2 pressure varies

from one-eight at 100°C to one-third at 300°C, i.e.
r = k(CO (02)0.125, T = 100°C

r = k(CO (02}O.33 T = 350°C

..
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Thus they inferred that the reaction order is very slightly

affected by irradiation.

Hughes and Hill (9) studied the kinetics of the oxidation

of carbon monoxide over a vanadium oxide catalyst in a flow system.

They found that the concentration of oxygen and carbon dioxide

had no effect on the rate of oxidation, but the partial pressure

effect of carbon monoxide resulted in a dependence similar to a

unimolecular surface reaction. They proposed a mechanism consisting

of the following steps: adsorption of carbon monoxide, desorption

of carbon dioxide, oxygen regeneration of the catalyst. The

heats of activation for the adsorption and desorption steps were

calculated as 28.4 and 6.2 kcal per mole, respectively. Under the

conditions of the experiments, i.e. between 3700 to 4310C,

they found out the oxidation follows a rate law typical of a

•
unimoleular surface reaction,

kl(CO)
r = 1 + k2(CO)

that is

Kalman et al (10) studied the CO oxidation with an ion-exchange

compound, copper-substituted~-zirco.nium phosphate, ZrCu(P04)2.

They found the rate of reaction to be proportional to the square

root of the carbon monoxide concentration i.e.
r = k(CO)0.5

in the temperature range of 2500 to 3250C. They also found out

that oxygen, when present is large excess over its stoichiometric

ratio, h~s no influence on the reaction rate and the apparent

kinetic energy was calculated as 12.5 kcal per mole.
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Schwab (11) also studied the oxidat~on of carbon monoxide

with copper oxide (CuO) catalyst in the temperature range of

3100 to 4300C and found the rate to be directly proportional to

carbon monoxide concentration i.e.

r = K (CO)

The apparent activation energy was found to be 18.0 kcal per mole.

Brittan, Bliss and Walker (12) studied the kinetics of the

Hopcalite - catalyzed oxidation of carbon monoxide in an isothermal

recycling reactor. They paid special attention to the changes of

gas phase composition with time •.Hopcalite is a mixture of oxides

of manganese and copper with small quantities of other oxides.

The greatest ability of this type of catalyst is its ability to,
oxidize at relatively low temperature. They found out that conver-

siontime data exhibit significant departures from first - order

behavior often asceribed to this reaction. 'They found out that

in early stages the reaction rate .declines more rapidly than

would a first-order order reaction, later the reverse is true.

They proposed a mechanism to explain such complex behavior with

emphasis on the early predominance of reduction (and later oxidation)

of the catalyst with carbon monoxide along with the reaction of

adsorbed carbon monoxide with oxygen. Their kinetic model based

on the complex mechanism was able to closely reproduce that data

but it suffered from a considerable scatter among the constants.
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2.2.3.KINETICS OF CARBON MONOXIDE OXIDATION ON PLATINUM

Oxidation of CO over noble metals like Pt, Pd, Rh, Ru is

negative order with respect to C9 concentration in excess oxygen

and at CO concentrations above 1%. Tajbl et al (4) correlated

(2.2.3a)...........r =

their rate data in excess oxygen by
k~
(CO)

For CO concentration less than about 1%, the rate is first order

with respect to CO

r = k (CO) ........ (2.2.3b)

On the assumption that bimolecular surface reaction between

adsorbed oxygen and CO is the rate controlling step, Voltz et

al (13) obtained a rate equation which reflected the rate - CO

concentration behavior from zero to several percent CO in excess

k(CO)
(2.2.3c)r = ( 1+ k (CO) ) 2 ••••••••

(2.2.3c) reduces to r=k(CO) at low CO levels and to r~kl(eo) atEqn

high levels.
In 1974 Nishiyama and Wise (14) observed that on a Pt foil (a)

gaseous CO readily rea~ted with pre adsorbed °2, (b) gaseous 02

chemisorbed prior to reaction with "chemisorbed CO. Following this

work Mc earthy et al (15) argued that eqn (2.2.3a) might be a

limiting form of a general model based on the assumption that

°2 chemisorption is the rate controlling step, i.e.
k(02) (2.2.3d)

k(02) (l-Seo). =
.......r = +K(CO)I
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which reduces to (2.2.3a) when K (CO)~ 1. The fact that eqn.

(2.2.3d) cannot explain the behavior at very low CO, does not pre-

clude the possibility that it can be rate controliing at higher

CO levels. On the other hand, even if eqn (2.2.3c) satisfies

behavior at both high and low CO levels does not mean that it is

rate controlling over the whOle range. McCarthy et al. (15)

using a 0.035% Pt on ol-A1203 demonstrated that (a) at low CO

concentrations the rate was first order with respect to CO

(an Eley-Rideal mechanisminvolving gaseous CO reacting with

adsorbed 02 was believed to be operative), and (b) at higher CO

concentration chemisorption-of 02 or probably surface reaction

between adsorbed CO and 02 is the rate controlling step.

A recent article by Engel and Ertl (16) casts doubt on the

validity of the Eley - Rideal (ER) mechanism. The essence of the ER

Mechanism is that one of the reactants (e.g. oxygen) is adsorbed

on the surface, while the other (e.g. CO) reacts with it either (i)

by Vander Walls adsorption or (ii) by collision from the gas phase.

The mean residence time of a species which is held at the surface
;

with an adsorption energy; of less than 41.8 kJ/mol (Vander

Waals adsorption) is reported to be less than 10-6 sec. On the

other hand, the residence time is about 10-13 sec should the

reaction take place by collision of the species from the gas phase.

Engel and Ertl (16) using a modulated_molecular beam technique

determined the surface residence time. of CO in CO oxidation on Pd
2 -5 .to be in the range of 10- to 10 sec. This ruled out an ER
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mechanism for CO oxidation on Pd. A Langmuir - Hinshelwood model

was claimed to explain the data. The experiment w~s carried out

in an ultrahigh vacuum system. The range of CO and 02 partial

pressures in the study is not clearly shown nor is the estimation

of the surface residence time of CO clearly understood.

Despite the ambiguity about the ER mechanism, the experi-

mental results of Voltz and Nishiyama (13,14) demonstrate that

gaseous_, CO readily reacts with preadsorbed oxygen while gaseous
. l-' o.

oxygen dissociatively chemisorbs prior to reaction with pre ad-

sorbed CO. One major feature appears to be that the reaction is

first order with respect to CO at very low CO concentrations•
(less than 1.0%) and negative order at higher CO concentrations.

2.2.4.0SCILLATORY BEHAVIOR IN THE OXIDATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE

Presented in this section is a short review of the published

literature concerning experimental observations of oscillatory

behavior in the oxidation of carbon monoxide.

It appears that Beusch et al (17) were the first to observe

oscillations in the catalytic oxidation of CO. Their observations

were made using a sing~e pellet of 0.3% Pt/A1203 suspended in a
-differential reactor (no recycle). Oscillations in the carbon

dioxide concentration were observed in the temperature range

453 - 523 oK, and typically these oscillations were accompanied

by sman ( r--- 2K) temperature oscillations. They speculated that

several states of chemisorbed carbon monoxide participated in the

reaction. The oscillations wer~ characterized by a number of p~J~
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on a single cycle and were of the relaxation type. Relaxation

oscillations have periods in which the concentration, increases

or decreases were rapidly followed by relatively slow changes. The

hypothesis of Beusch et al was further refined by Hugo and

Jakubith (18) who observed carbon dioxide oscillations in the

temperature range 384 - 423 oK when using a platinum mesh catalyst

in a recycle reactor. They proposed that the oscillations were

the result of a shift between bridged and linear forms of chemisorbed

carbon monoxide.

In the two PreCe~ding works, observations of oscillations /~
I

were made by analyzing gas phase compositions, thus oscillations

on the catalyst surface could only be inferred. The existence of

surface osc~llations was first established by Dauchot and Van

Cakenberghe (19) who showed that concentration and temperature

oscillations could occur on'catalyst surfaces. This was done

through the use of resistivity measurements for platinum wires,

and work function measurements for thin platinum films. Their

conjecture was that the oscillations were caused by differences

in the rates of adsorption of oxygen and carbon monoxide, with

large surface thermal ,effects resulting from the adsorption and

reaction processes.

Each of the prece(',dingworks had in common the use of a
, 'J

platinum catalyst and the rejection of the classical transport
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phenomena explanation for the oscillatory behavior. Both of

these links were broken in work .by Eckert et al (20) in which

concentration and temperature oscillations (~3K) were reported

for CO oxidation in a recycle reactor in which a CuO/Al203 (1:1)

catalyst was used. The recycle rate and the reaction temperature

(430 oK) were deliberately set such that transport limitations

were encountered, and this was used as the explanation for the

oscillatory behavior.
However, the earlier view that oscillatory behavior could

occur in the absence of transport limitations was reinforced by

McCarthy et al. (15) who showed that oscillatory behavior could

occur in a gradientless, spinning basket, continuous stirred

tank reactor~A 0.035% Pt/Al203 catalyst was used and the oscilla-

tions were observed at reaction. rates near the maximum of the

'abnormal' reaction rate curve for carbon monoxide oxidation. It

was believed that these oscillations were due to nonunique surface

reaction rate control. In subsequent work by Varghese et al (21)

using the same reactor and catalyst in the temperature range

370-430 oK, it was found that two qualitatively different types

of oscillations could occur depending on whether 'pure' or

'impure' oxygen was used. When oxygen with trace amounts o~ hydro-

carbon impurities was used, large multipeak and chaotic relaxation

oscillations were observed. However, if very pure oxygen was used

only small symmetrical oscillations was attributed to periodic

build-up and elimination of the hydrocarbon impurities on ~he

,
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catalyst surface. No explanation was attempted concerning the

small symmetrical oscillations, but the existence of localized

temperaturec::'~-:_-_::::'excursions could not be ruled out as a possible

cause.

Dagonnier and Nuyts (22) proposed a phenomenological model

for the kinetics of oscillating CO oxidation on Si02 - supported

Pt pellets. The kinetic scheme of the reaction consisted of the

following steps: 1) competitive chemisorption of reactants on the

catalyst surface, 2) chemical reaction either on the surface or

by Eley - Rideal mechanism, and 3) desorption of product molecules

and, possibly, of reactants. The bulk temperature was assumed

to be constant with time and the surface temperature was allowed

to fluctuate.

Two models were proposed to explain isothermal oscillations.

The first model assumes a linear variation of the activation energy

of the surface reaction with surface coverage. The other model

assumes both linear and bridged forms of chemisorbed CO. Pikios

and Luss (23) using the first mode l-demonstrated theoretically

that sustained isothermal oscillations were possible in the

fractional coverages of CO and oxygen. Sheintuch and Schmitz (24)

considered both models and compared the model predictions with

experimental oscillations. The second model was claimed to

give better qualitative agreement with experimental results.

While these models are the only ones which have been considered
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for isothermal catalytic oscillations, they are not always mecha-

nistically persuasive. For example, Eichens (25) observed very

little bridge structure of CO on Pt/AI203. Nevertheless, isothermal

oscillations on Pt/A1203 were observed by Beusch et al (17)

and McCarthy et al (15)

Lynch,T.D (26) also studied the oscillatory behavior of

CO'oxidation both theoretically and experimentally. He observed'

qualitatively two different types of oscillations. At low tempera-

tures, relaxation oscillations which are related to the kinetic

mechanism of the reaction predominate, while at high temperatures

small symmetrical oscillations caused by transport limitations

occur. He further found out that chaotic behavior can occur when

both types of oscillations are occuring simultaneously due to the

coupling of the two nonlinear oscillators. He further pointed out

that the reversible formation of surface oxides of platinum and/or

the migration of oxygen into the bulk platinum is not responsible

for relaxation type oscillations but rather it is caused by an

interplay between the rates of ads'Qrption of CO and 02' with thermal!

effects being produced by the large instantaneous releases of

energy during periods of abrupt transition from high to low

concentrations of CO.
'In summarizing the experimental work which has just been

described about all that can be said is that oscillations do

exist, and these oscillations may be simple or complex in nature .

•
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No concensus has yet been reached concerning the underlying

mechanism which causes the oscillations, and in fact very little

work aimed at elucidating this mechanism has been performed, as

most of the reported experimental work has been descriptive ( as

opposed to mechanistic ) nature.

2.2.5.ISOTHERMAL MULTIPLICITY IN CARBON MONOXIDE OXIDATION

Isothermal multiple steady states result in CO Oxidation

on Pt, Pd where the rate goes through a maximum as the CO concen-

tration increases. Strong chemisorption of CO at higher CO

partial pressures inhibits the reaction rate. Eqn (2.2.3c) is

shown schematically in Fig 2.1. The rate of mass transport across

the film,is given by

r = kg (COb-COS) ..•••. (2.2.5al

Eqn (2.2.5a) is shown by strai~ht lines in Fig 2.1. At

steady state, the reaction rate equals the transport rate; For

the same set of input variables, Fig 2.1 shows that there can be

mul tiple steady states between the,broken lines.

Beusch, et al (17) in 1971 were the first to observe two

stable steady states at fixed values of gas temperature and gas

flow rate. A 3X3 rom cylindrical catalyst pellet consisting of

0.3% pt on ol-Al203 w~s used. The ~emperature inside the pellet

was measured and found to be constant during reaction rate changes.

Their results are shown in Fig 2.2. A hysteresis lOOp between

the upper and lower stable steady states was formed for each

inlet gas temperature. The ignition occurred at a lower CO concen-

tr: :ionthan the CO c6ncentrationat'wh:lch quenching occured.
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The stepwise transitions were found to be independent of

gas flow rate. s6 the authors believed that the multiplicity

was not due to combination of external mass transport with the

rate of reaction. Rather CO chemisorption on the surface was

believed. to be the process which combined with the reaction rate

produced multiplicity. The authors in the German version of the

same work (27) expressed the kinetic rate as

rreaction = krPo2 8(1-8)2 (mol CO2/S)

where 8=fractional coverage of CO.

(2.2.5b)

The rate of CO adsorption was expressed as

r ads = kaPcO (I-e)

Equations (2.3.3) can be

- k' S(mol CO/S)a
expressed in terms of equilibrium

(2.2.5c)

(2.2.5d)(8eq - e) mol CO/S
surface coverage Oeq as

ka PCO
r ads = --------Beq

Equations (2.2.5b) and (2.2.5d) are plotted in Fig 2.3 to show

that CO adsorption coupled with the reaction rate can lead to

multiple steady states.
votruba and Hlavacek (28) experimentally demonstrated the

existence of multiple steady states in a tubular adiabatic reactor.

Two types of catalysts were used: the first one was CuO/ -) -Al203
where the reaction i5: +1 order with respect to CO and the other

was pdf ~ ~Al203 where the order is -1. Effects of inlet gas

temperature, inlet CO concentration, inlet gas velocity, and

length of catalyst bed on multiplicity were studied and confirmed.
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In general, the region of multiplicity was wider in the case of

Pd than inCuO. The existence of more than two steady states

was also verified experimentally. Hegedus et a1 (29) observed

stable isothermal multiplicities during CO oxidation over Pt/~-A1203

in an integral reactor. Hysteresis loops were investigated in the

conversion - temperature, conversion - inlet carbon monoxide

concentration and conversion - mass flow rate domains. A model

was proposed incorporating the interactions of the kinetics of

CO oxidation with intrapellet diffusion resistances. They demons-

trated that upon aging the pellet the region of multiplicities

widened significantly. "Several intermediate stable steady states

were obtained between the highest and lowest steady states, both

experimentally and theoretically. Addition of 10% water vapour

to the feed stream completely eliminated the isothermal multi-

plicities. An adsorption interaction of water vapour was assumed

to be responsible for the effect.

Chakrabarty, T (30) studied the catalytic oxidation of CO

on Pt/"i -A1203 with emphasis on two aspects: isothermal multi-

plicity and the diluent gas effect (DGE). The reaction rate went

through a maximum as the % CO in the feed was increased from

zero to 2'.53% at 548 ok and 132.42 KPa. At CO concentration above

0.6%, the reaction was inhibited by CO. The reaction rate appeared

to be first order with respect to CO at less than 0.6% CO in the

feed. The hysteresis studies in the % conversion versus inlet

CO to O2 ratio domain demonstrated experimentally the existence

" ',', .,",.
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of multiple steady states. He observed isothermal oscillations in

CO2 concentration for the first time in a tubular packed bed

reactor. The oscillations observed were of the relaxation type.

He also studied the effect of the diluent gases on the multiplicity.

He found out that some diluents completely eliminated the hys-

teresis lOOps while others induced them. He could not however

ascertain whether the DGE is a transport effect or a surface

phenomenon.

2.2.6.MECHANISM OF REACTION:

Every catalytic reaction may be divided into three principal

steps or groups of steps: one or several adsorption steps; one

or several reaction steps, one or several desorption steps.

Adsorption steps, according to the electron theory of

adsorption and catalysis, involve the followi~g: formation of

a weak bond between gaseous molecules and the surface, possibly

including a dissociation of these molecules; transformation of

this weak adsorption into chemisorption through capture of a

free carrier of the solid by the adsorbed molecule. Coekelbergs

et al (8) fouhd out that the rate determihing step for the catalytic

oxidation of CO on Al203 was the chemisorption of 02' They further

found out that this step was accelerated to a great extent by

the irradiation of alumina with X-rays. They postulated some steps

for the reaction to take place. Since chemisorbed species are

necessary for catalytic reactions to take place, the adsorption



steps was written using symbol (L) for a week adsorption and eL

and pL for a free electron and a free hole

°2(gas)

CO(gas)
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°2(L)

° (L)

+ eL ----'> O2 (eL)

+ eL --') 0 (eL) Chemisorption ( 2)

CO (L) + pL __ CO (pL)

,
For the reaction step they postulated the fOllowing steps

CO(gas) + O(eL)~C02(eL)

CO (L) + 0 (eL)~ CO2 (eL)

CO(pL) + O(eL)-4C02(L)

( 3 )

( 4 )

( 5)

These steps were written based on the facts that reaction steps

take place either between a chemisorbed molecule and a gaseous

reactant, or between two.adsorbed molecules, one of them at

least being chemisorbed.Since the cover~ge fraction of the

surface being very low in the tempe~ature range (25 to 400oC)

of their work, they ruled out the possibility of two adjacent

chemisorbed species. Th~ des9rptionsteps based on disruption,
of the weak adsorption Dond or change of chemisorption into

weak adsorption was postulated as

CO2 (eL) +. (pL) ) CO2 (L)

CO2 (L)--) CO2 (gas)

(6 )

( 7)
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Based onal! this possible steps leading to CO2 formation, they

determined a rate determining' step. They found out that the true

reaction steps (3) to (5) are not rate - determining because the

effect of radiation leading to modification of surface concentra-

tion or excitation of the chemisorbed species takes place so

rapidly that the probability of a reaction involving such an

excited molecule is not higher than the triple collision pro-

bability for gas. They further found out that the desorption of

CO2 cannot be rate determining in the temperature interval

(200o<T <360oC) and (200< T <BOoC). In the former case, the

reaction rate can be measured in the absence of irradiation while

for the latter the desorption rate of CO2 under irradiation and

the reaction rate have about the same value. They concluded that

at temperatures higher than 1000C, -the slow step of the oxidation

reaction, is one of the adsorption steps, more clearly one of the

chemisorption steps, since the weak adsorption, which does not

involve any charge transfer, cannot be influenced by radiation.

Based on experimentally measured reaction rate under irradiation

and adsorption rate under same condition they suggested that

the rate determining step is the oxygen adsorption. Their suggestion

was further validated if one considers the catalyst alumina as

a p-type semi-conductor, CO molecule has a donor character, and, ~

-the chemisorption of CO is much easier than that of O~, the
L

latter being limited by the weak concentrations of free electrons.
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catalyst showed a constant-activity. He found out that the

concentration of excess oxygen i~ the solid phase is the contro-

lling factor in determining the type of kinetics followed by the

reaction. He proposed the following mechanism

(S) 0 + CO = (S) + CO2
(s) + ~ O2 = (S) 0

( 11)

(12 )

where (S) is a bare surface site. The initial stage is charac-

terized by equation (11) which occurs faster than (12) due to

large initial excess of (S) 0 present. He concluded that equation

(11) represents the determining step for the high temperature

interval, while equation (12) that for the low temperature range.

He further concluded that the results of Wagner and Hauffe (31)

were in consistent with his find~ngs. These authors on the basis

of semi-conductivity data concluded that the controlling'jst,ep

for the carbon monoxide oxidation on nickel oxide at 7000'is

determined by the rate of carbon monoxide interaction with the

nickel oxide surface.
Brittan et al (12) studied the kinetics of CO oxidation

using hopcalite catalyst. They found the reaction rate to be

strongly dependent on the partial pressure of CO, weakly dependent

on the oxygen partial piessure and igdependent of the carbon
They proposed the following mechanismdioxide partial pressure.

k1 CO (13)

(14 )
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k3
°S(CO) ) CO. + S (15)2

k4
°S(CO) + 1/2°2 ) CO2+0S (16)

k5
S + 1/2°2 ) Os ... (17)

where Os is the catalyst surface oxygen and S as vacant site.

They proposed a kinetic model on the assumption that the ra~e

is controlled by the adsorption of carbon monoxide reaction (13)

and (14) on Os centers whose concentration is governed by the

scheme as a whole. They found that the above model was able to

closely reproduce the data, but it suffered from considerable

scatter among the constants. Most important is that they concluded

that the success of the model cannot be considered as a proof

of the mechanism.
Schwab (11) formulated kinetics for CO .oxidation by palladium

wire. He concluded that the rate controlling step was oxygen
"

chemisorption that bimolecular surface reaction between adsorbed

oxygen and CO is the rate controlling step. McCarthy et al (15)

using a 0.035% Pt on Al203 found that at low CO concentration

the rate was first order with respect to CO. This was based on

surface reaction between, gaseous CO and adsorbed 02 as rate
;

controlling. But at higher CO concent~ation either chemisorption

of 02 or probably surface reaction between adsorbed CO and 02 is

the rate controlling. Nishiyama and Wise (14) also observed that

on a Pt foil gaseous CO readily reacted with preadsorbed 02 and gase-

ous 02 chemisorbed prior to reaction with chemisorbed CO.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL

3.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A flow diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig 3.1.

3.1.1.FEED PREPARATION AND FLOW MEASUREMENT'

Carbon monoxide and oxygen from respective cylinders went

through (i) two - stage regulators, (ii) needle - valves

(iii) respective rotameters, and (iv) silica - gel drying column.

The fresh feed gases were then mixed with'recycled gas. Before

entering the reactor, the gases first passed through a preheating

section and the mixed in a mixing tank. The mixing tank consists

of .083 ft O.D stainless steel tubing of .33 ft length. The

tank was filleq with inert packing to ensure proper and thorough

mixing before entering the reactor. Before the gases enter the

mixing tank, a portion of it was continuously bled off. The amount

of gases bled off was measured with a rotameter. The rotameters

were calibrated against a soap bubble flow-meter at the same

upstream pressures as those to be used'during experiments.

The gases used as fresh feed had a minimum purity of 99.9%

and were obtain€d either from BOL or Air Products Ltd. For the

purpose of st0dying the ,effect of CO;02 ratio in fresh feed, the

CO and 02 flow rates were changed by precision needle valves

(Whitey) .
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3.1.2 TUBULAR REACTOR AND CONSTANT TEMPERATURE SALT BATH

The gases after mixing with recycle stream were passed

through a preheater and a mixing tank before entering the reactor

placed in a constant temperature salt bath. (Fig 3.2). The

purpose of the pre heater was to bring the gas mixture to reactor

temperature before it entered the reactor. The preheater was

made from a 3.5 ft long and 0.020 ft. in diameter (0.0) stainless

steel tube looped in a .083 ft diameter coil. The reactor tube

consisted of .083 ft 0.0 stainless tube of 0.5 ft length. The

details of reactor construction is shown in Fig 3.3. The reactor

was placed vertically in the salt bath. Two (chromel-alumel)

thermocouples, one. at the catalyst inlet and the other at the outlet

were used to monitor the temperature. The thermocouples were

connected to amultipoint recorCier.(Phillips PM 8235). The salt

bath was constructed of M.S. plate of .0104 ft thickness plate

having the fOllowing dimensions: H = 2 ft, L = 0.75 ft & B = 0.50 ft

Both. the preheater coil and mixing tank as well as the reactor

was placed in the bath in such a way that it always remained

immersed in the salt. Sodium nitrite (NaN02) and Potassium nitrate

(KN03) were used either ,seperately or in combinations in different

proportions to maintain the desired temperature. The salt bath

was heated from below by two plate type heater (Thermolyne Corp,

Type 1900, Model HP-Al91) and an immersion heater. A variable

transformer was connected to the immersion heater to maintain

the temperature of the salt bath constant. The salt bath was insulated
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on all the sides with asbestos ropes and cloth to prevent heat

losses. Provisions was also made to pass compressed air into the

salt bath to help in agitation to ensure uniform temperature in
"

the bath. Provisions were made to heat the sides of the salt bath

also. Electrothermal heating coils and tapes were wrapped around

the side of the bath and insulated as before.

The catalysts (Palladium and alumina) were obtained from

Haldor Topsoe in the form of 1/16 inX 1/16 in pellets. To

prevent catalyst carryover, the catalyst particles were sandwitched

between inert porcelain/glass ,beads. In addition a stainless steel

screen was put at the top and bottom. To prevent fluidization

of the catalyzt particles, the gases from the mixing tank were

passed downward through the reactor tube.
, .

Stainless steel was used throughout as the material of

construct~on. The recycle was accomplished with, a magne drive ,

pump. The pump was driven:with a variable speed motor. The speed

was controlled by pulleys of appropriate sizes.

3.1.3 GAS ANALYSIS

The analysis of the compositions of the various streams

was accomplished by using a gas chromatograph (GC). The gas

samples were collected by a Precision Sampling Corp hypodermic

gas syringe of Loc Series "A" •

.',' ...

;
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As part of the experimental equipment, a Pye Unicam model

304 gas chromatograph was used for analysing reactants and products.

A thermal conductivity (TC) detector was used. The output from

the GC was recorded and integrated by a Pye-Unicam model DP-88,

electronic integrator. This integrator was very user oriented,

as with the push button it would automatically (under the control

of the various switch settings) record and integrate the signal,

produce a printed analysis of the signal, and stop itself. Hence,

it required very little user attention.

It was desired that the GC operation should be as user
,

oriented as the integrator operation. To achieve this some rather

stringent constraints were placed on the use of the GC. The GC

column was to be designed such that the three or four components,

CO, CO2 02 and N2 (if air is used) could be resolved into distinct

peaks with a total analysis time of less than ten minutes. To

satisfy these constraints •.the procedure adopted by Lynch (26)

was modified to suit our needs.
A parallel-series .column arra!lgement shown in Fig 3.4

was choosen to satisfy the constraints. From this figure it is

seen that a sample entering the column arrangement was equally

split between the two p~rall~l branches. The split ratio could be

varied by adjusting the, two needle valves located inside the GC

oven, but it was found by Lynch that equal split gave the best

results.
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Samples which passed through the Porapak T-branch of the

column arrangement were resolved into three very distinct peaks,

namely, a composite peak composed of O2, N2 and CO, and a distinct

CO2 peak. A typical chromatogram for a sample passing through

this side of the arrangement is shown in Fig 3~(a).

Samples which passed through the 5A molecular sieve

.branch of the column were also resolved into three distinct

peaks, namely, an O2 peak, CO peak, and a N2 peak (if air was

used). A typical chromatogram for a sample passing through the 5A

molecular sieve column is shown is Fig 3.5(b). No peaks for CO2
emerge from this .column, as .COiis very strongly adsorbed by 5A

molecular sieves at 3530K (oven temperature). These components

were purged from the column on a re.gular basis by raising the

column temperature to 4500K for several hours with helium flowing

through the columns. A comparison of the (a) and (b) parts of

Fig 3.5 shows that some overlapping of the peaks would occur if

the exit streams from the two columns were mixed before the TC

detector. To eliminate this overlapping of peaks, a carefully

selected length of empty tubing was placed in front of the 5A

molecular sieve column and after PORAPAK-T column. This empty

columns provided the ti~e delay for the peaks of one branch

not to overlapp the peaks from the other branch. A typical

chromatogram of a sample passing through the total column ar-ange-

ment is shown in Fig 3.5(c).
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Once the column arrangement was finalized, the GC was

used for analyzing the gases leaving the reactor and before

entering the reactor. The response factor for calibrating the

chromatograph was taken from Lynch (26). These calibrations are

included in Appendix A along with a procedure for determining the

overall sample composition from a knowledge of the component

response factors and the percentage area under each curve.

3.1.4.CALCULATIONS OF PERCENTAGE OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS USING
INTEGRATOR------------------------------
In this section a brief discussion about the vqrious

methods that are possible with the Pye Unicam model "DP-SS elect-

ronic integrator for determining the mole fractions of different

components 0re explained, but the method to be used in this work

have been discussed in Appendix A.

a) The simplest method bf determining the concentrations of

different components is when the detector has the same response

for all components is a mixture. This procedure is known as

normalization. The concentrations are simply the ratio of their

areas to the whole (or to a part of the whole)

b) The second method is normalization us"ing area correction

factors or KF values.

This method is required when the detector response is different

for each component. This method requires a calibration using

known amounts or concentrations of pure components. Area correction
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factors (KF) are calculated by comparing the response of each

component to a reference. ,In an analysis run, the area of each

component is multiplied by its KF value to determine its concen-

tration. This method has been used in this work and further details

are in Appendix A.
c) The integrator used in this work has calculation method

for each of the traditional variations of the internal standard

methods. There are three methods for use with gas sample, solid

sample and liquid sample. The first method for use with gas

sample will be discussed here as it is relevant with the work,

but the reader is reffered"to '(45) for details of the other

methods.
The first method is the classical internal standard method.

In this method both the internal standard and sample material

are weighed into each individual sample. All components are

weghed individually. KF ,values are determined for each component

of interest in separate calculations from a calibration run.

The general procedure for determining KF from a calibration is

given in the formula:

\

Area
Conc

ref (1)
X

ref(4)

, :' , (3)
Conci '.
~rea. (2)

~

= Conc

The general procedure of analysis calculations using KF is
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AMOUNTIS(3)

AMOUNTSAMP(4)
x

AREAIS(2)
X KF i (7). = Conc

The numbers within the bracket indicate the register in the

integrator to which the values will be entered.

3.2. EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY AND TECHNIQUES

3.2.l.CALCULATIONS OF REACTION RATE
The reactor was operated in the differential conversion

regime. As a result the reaction rate can be assumed to be

constant at each point in the reactor length. The design equation

for a plug flow reactor

= -----r
A

(3.2.la)

takes the following forms for differential conversion
FAXAo

(-r )av = W (3.2.lb)A .

or, in terms of the % CO2 in the reactor outlet

(+rCO) avg = Fo(C/lOO) / W/mol CO2/(hr) (lb cat)
2

where FAa = feed rate bf reaGtant A(mol/hr)

feed o~
, (mol/hr)Fa = rate gasmixture

XA = fraction conversion of A

W = amount of catalyst (lb)

C = % CO2 in the outlet

(3.2.lcl

Details about reaction rates analysis are shown in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSIONS, AND' SUGGESTIONS, FOIr-fuTURE WORK

Though the basic objectives of developing a recycle

reactor system for carrying out kinetic studies was fulfilled,

the full potential and the great utility of such a system could

not be seen in practice due to shortage of time. With the main

objective of studying the steady state behavior of catalytic

rp.action in mind, the system was so developed so as to study also

the transient behavior of catalytic reactions. Keeping in view

the catalytic oxidation of,carbon monoxide in particular in mind,

the system was developed in such a way that the effect of recycle

ratio, bulk temperature, concentration of CO in the feed, volumetric

feed rate (constant CO/02 in the feed, constant CO molar flow

in the feed), diluent, reactor pressure, etc. could be easily

studied with the existing facilities. The veriatality and great

flexibility of the developed reactor system would enable it to

study other parameters with no or 'little alteration in the existing

design. A literature review of the kinetics, mechanism, multiplicity,

oscillatory behaviour of CO oxidation was carried out so as to
, '

develop an experimental program. In order to fully utilize the

capability of the reactor system developed, the following works

should be done in the future.

1) Multiplicity studies should be carried out by hysteresis

loop study in the conversion versus CO/02 ratio. This should be

done at the same flowrate but with different diluents.
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2) Hysteresis loop study in the conversion versus inlet

temperature should be carried out.

3) The effect of pressure, flowrate, molecular weight,

oxygen, i.e. other variables On multiplicity can be easily carried
,

out in the existing reactor system with almost no modification and

little difficulty.

4) Transient study can also be carried out if continuous

analysing of the product stream is incorporated. This can be done

by suitable arrangement for continously analysing with the Pye

Unicam g~ chromatograph. Complexity and difficulty in analysing

would diminish greatly if an Infra-Red analyzer is used for

continously monitoring the product stream.

5) Transient behaviour studies'would also help in studying

the effect of preadsorbed carbon monoxide or oxygen on conversion.

This experimental work is absolutely necessary in order to develop

a mechanism for the reaction path.

6) If more than two diluents are available locally, then an

experimental procedure can be develolled for studying the effect of

small amounts of other diluents with the main diluents on multi-
plicity.

7) Attempts cart also pe made to make in situ adsorption

studies of CO and 02 irithe presence of different diluents.

In addition to the experimental program suggested above,

there is enough possibility and necessary avenues to study the

behav~or of catalytic reactions theoretically.

, ,
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1) Development of model of heterogeneous catalytl~, reactions.

Study of the effects of various assumptions.

2) Development and study of the various assumptions of the

Eigenberger's model of oscillatory behavior.

3) Theoretical study of chaos and related phenomena based

on the models developed. Analyzing of complex periodic and

chaotic behavior by auto correlation coefficients, next amplitude

plots, state space trajectories and Higgin's two body net flux

diagram.

4) Development of an oscillatory behaviour model for carbon'

monoxide oxidation from theoretical point of view and testing of

the validity of the model by experimental means .

. .'...
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.CliAPTER 5
FIXED BED REACTOR MODELS

5.1. FIXED BED REACTORS

5.1.1. INTRODUCTION

Fixed-bed reactors are analysed by formulating appropriate

mathematical models of heterogeneous discrete system consisting

of solid pellets of catalyst and flowing gas. The catalyst

particles can be analyzed both on a macro level and micro level.

On the macroscopic scale each particle is considered as a continum

which is embedded in a gross macroscopic external field.

The heterogeneous system consisting of the solid particles

and reacting gas may be treated as though it were homogeneous,

and a hypothetical anisotropiC 'continum considered. If it is

supposed that the gross temperature and concentration profiles

are smooth functions of the axial coordinate, the concept of a

differential volume balance can be used. On the other hand,

each catalyst pellet along with the neighbouring empty volumes

may be considered as a small reactor. This description is some-

times referred to as cell model. In models of this type one

approximates the heterogeneous system by a sequence of cells

which are connected in the direction of fluid flow. For noniso-

thermal reactors, i.e.. if radial dispersion are considered, the

cells are also latera~IY,connected, Finally, a group of models

which considers the non-uniform di~tribution of local void volume

are called channel models. The basic idea of this type of model

are based an experimentally measured distribution of local void

volume. This model is still in its infancy and is not supported

, ..
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~
with enough engineering data, hence it will not be further discussed.

5.1.2. QUASI - CONTINUUM MODELS:

The concept of a quasi-continuum approach is satisfactory

for reactors when more than 10 particles are packed across the

tube and the number of particles exceeds 6 in the axial direc-

tion. There are various models in corporating axial heat and

mass dispersion gas to pellet diffusion, and intraparticle mass

transfer. These models are summarised in tabular form in Table 5.1.2.

The simplest model, which takes into consideration only

the convection mechanism of heat and mass transfer, is sometimes

referred to as the piston-flOw model. There are nogas-to-

particle transport resistances, and the effect of the axial dis-

persion is omitted. This description is frequently used to describe

the behaviour of adiabatic packed beds because of its simplicity.

It fails completely if multiple steady states ,occur.

The second model takes into consideration convection along

with dispersion effects. This is known as dispersion model. In

comparison to piston flow,model which is initial value problem,

the dispersion model forms a boundary value problem. Both these

models disregard the temperature and concentration fields on the

microscopic level and are known as one phase models. This is

used for short packed bed reactors.

The third model omits longitudinal heat conductivity and

mass dispersion, however, gas-to-particle heat and mass transfer

. ~', .
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is considered. This model is capable of predicting multiple

steady-states.

The two-phase model involving axial heat conduction and

mass dispersion has received little attention so far. Computa-

tional results have shown that in certain range of Damkohler

numbers, an infinite number of profiles can exist, and is most

cases these profiles are physically inappropriate.

5.1.3. FINITE STAGE MODELS:

The empty volume between the catalyst pellets can be

considered as a perfectly. mixed reactor. Various finite-stage

models (also mixing-cell models) have been developed which differ

in the number of stages and in the interaction among the stages.

For isothermal systems the mixing cell model is a good approxima-

tion of dispersion phenomena occuring in a packed bed, for an

infinite number of mixers the piston flow description results.

While for adiabatic conditions the one phase dispersion model

yields a maximum of three steady'?tates, the mixing cell model

may give rise to more than three~ There are five different types

of mixing cell models, (47) for adiabatic packed bed but only the

simplest model will be ,discussed here.

Considering the simplest one-dimensional array of

stirredpots.

, '
" ;
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u
~

Balance of Component i

Heat Balance:

Relation between parameters in Quasi-continum and

Finite - stage models.

N = J,

This model asswnes that each stage is connected fore and

aft by a single connection to one other stage along the axis.

This is certainly not a very realistic model since the experi-

mental evidence indicates that the axial dispersion cannot be

limited to one mixer alone. Ohe very important'advantage of mixing

cell models is the simplicity of including radiation when the

reactor is operating at very high temperatures.

5.1.4. QUASI-CONTINUUM MODEL FOR.NON ISOTHERMAL NON ADIABATIC
TURBULAR REACTORS

The heterogeneous system consisting of the solid particles

and reacting gas where temperature and concentration gradients

exist both in the axiia1 and radial direction is treated as a

hypothetical anisotropic continuum. Considering fluxes in the

axial and lateral directions as analogous to the Fourier and

Fick's law, the corresponding one-phase balances for a simple

reaction A ~B can be wJ:;itten,as
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These nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations

are extremely complicated even for numerical solution. Therefore,

for practical purposes some simplifications,are made. Frequently

the coefficients in the transport equations are approximated by

average values. Axial dispersion terms are sometimes omitted

which gives rise to a set of parabalic differential equations

which are simpler than the elliptic ones. But recent experimental

and theoretical investigation of the effect of axial heat transfer

is packed catalytic 'adi'abatic reactors have shown that the plau-

silibity of this simplifying assumption may be in question.

Unfortunately, the analysis of equations which also embrace

axial heat and mass dispersion is very difficult and to date a

systematic ,assessment of these effects is lacking in the liter<lturc,

In the majority of indui>trially important cases gas-'to-SOI i.o
. .' ' . "

ileat and mass' transfel' ;".1'50 pIa};'an 'important rOle a;,d hencs
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two phase models are also common. Since two phase models is

not supported by any experimental work, it will not be amplified.

5.1.5. FINITE-STAGE MODELS FOR NON ADIABATIC REACTORS

In a packed bed neighbouring void spaces are connected

by relatively narrow channels so that the structure of packing

can be considered to be an array of perfectly mixed stages. The

stream fiom one mixing cell is split, and the split displaced in
/

the radial direction. This cell structure is used to account

for radial dispersion. Obviously, the movement of a macroelement

of fluid within the packing can be viewed as a random walk because

the axial flow necess~rily results in lateral dispersion. These

are a number of finite stage models differing in the structure

of interconnected cells and in the interaction between cells.

One of the advantages of the cell-model over the quasi-continuum

description is the fact that the measured characteristics of a

packed bed e.g. radial distribution of void fraction, may be

easily implemented. The calculation of two phase models including

both intra phase and inter particle heat and mass transport, may

be also readily incorporated. Another outstanding feature of the

finite stage models is a relatively simple formulation of tran-

sient heat and mass balances. Finally, finite stage models are

suitable to described gross temperature and. concentration profiles

in a diluted catalyst layer.
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5.1.6. ADIABATIC OPERATION OF FIXED BED REACTOR

Adiabatic operation of fixed bed reactors is often the

must inexpensive method of conducting a reaction, provided yield

and reaction control are not affected adversely. Adiabatic

operations is possible if one of the following criteria applies.

1. The heat of reaction is low enough such that desired

conversion and yield can be attained without excessive temperature

change.

2. Inerts or excess of one of the reactants can be added

with resulting increase in heat capacity.

3. Intermediate cooling or heating is possible after

each section or bed in a series of adiabatic beds.

Since many reaction systems meet one of these criteria,

adiabatic reactors are often used. There are two major cate-

gories of adiabatic reactors: Massive beds and shallow beds.

Common types of massive bed reactors include a single bed,

multiple reactors with intermediate cooling or heating, multiple

beds within a single shell with intermediate cooling or heating,

multiple beds within a single shell with intermediate cooling.

or heating (external or internal) and direct contact quenching

between beds or within a be9.

In general a single catalyst bed for an adiabatic reactor

is supported by a support grid or bed of inert alumina or ceramic

balls resting on the botton head. Multiple beds in a single

reactor shell with intermediate cooling or heating rest on

support plates or a continuous.bed:of catalyst with internal

distributors is used.

, ..
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5.2 MODEL DEVELOPMENT OF SHIFT CONVERTERS

5.2.1. INTRODUCTION

The conversion of carbon monoxide with steam to give hydrogen

and carbon dioxide, the water gas shift reaction,

is a simple exothermic chemical reaction controlled by thermodynamic

equilibrium and promoted by catalyst. This simple reaction has been

the main source of hydrogen production for the last 50 years. With

the growing demand for hydrogen in the production of ammonia, proce-

ssing of organic chemicals,' and other industrial applications, the

importance of water-gas shift reaction continues to grow.

There are a number of systems that can be employed for conver-

sion of CO. They include using only high temperature shift (HTS)

catalyst with and without CO2 removal in between, using only low

temperature shift (LTS) catalysts, and using a combination of both

HTS and LTS catalysts. There are various alternate designs also.

They include single or mul tibed cata'lyst packing with interbed cool ing
in between.

An efficient conversion of CO to CO2 is often necessary

because of the downstream process'.requirements. For example, in the
;

ammonia industry, the product from shift converter goes to methanator

after removal of CO2. AnY'CO,or CO2 remaining must be converted to
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methane which not only uses up the valuable hydrogen but also

increases the inert concentration in the synthesis loop. This
I

requires the synthesis loop to be operated at a higher pressure

or a decrease in production. There is an approximate rule of thumb

that for each 0.1 per cent increase in inerts there is a 1%

decline in ammonia produc~ion. This fact provides much incentive for

maintaining low CO concentration at the outlet of the LTS converter.

In this work, a two-reactor type (HTS and LTS) single bed

shift conversion system was simulated for various operating con-

ditions to find the minimum amount of catalyst required. The

variables were inlet temperature .to HTS and LTS converters and

carbon monoxide concebration at the outlet of HTS and LTS converters.

5.2.2. OPERATING MODES OF SHIFT CONVERTERS:

'There are four systems that can be employed for conversion

of CO by shift conversion. These are:-

1.

2 .

3 •

4 .

HTS-cooling-C02 Removal-Heating-HTS-cooling-C02 Removal

HTS-cooling-HTS-Cooling-C02 Removal

HTS-cooling-LTS-Cooling-C02 Removal

LTS-cooling-C02 Removal

In case of alternative 1, absorption equipment creates

added maintenance problems particularly because of the fact that

the usual absorbent monoethanolamine is highly corrosive. For

both alternatives 1 and 2, reaction and catalyst stability limit

the desired removal of CO even with high steam to CO ratio. The lower

limit of 0.2 to 0.5% CO at the eftl~ellt.of converter cannot
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be accomplished with HTS catalyst alone. In the case of alternative

4, this method is used only for small scale manufacture of hydrogen.

Improvements in life and resistance to operational upsets. will

be necessary before LTS catalyst are employed as the only CO.

conversion catalyst in large plants. Thus alternative 3 is the

most feasible method and has been studied in this work.

There are two basic types of catalysts for promoting the

reaction of CO and H20 to produce H2• The older, high temperature

type (HTS) is a chromia promoted iron oxide catalyst. The newer

low temperature Shift catalyst (LTS) is composed of zinc oxide

and copper oxide, and may also contain alumina oxide. Since at

lower temperature equilibrium is more favourable for conversion

of CO to H2, a number of possible

of a low temperature shift catalyst •.Por the same degree of CO

conversion less steam would. be required when us~ng LTS catalyst

whether by itself or in combination with HTS catalyst. Secondly,

a greater yield of hydrogen per unit of hydrocarbon feed will

result. The greater conversion of CO to hydrogen possible with

LTS not only improves hydrogen yield, but the lower CO content

of the methanator feedreduce~ hydrogen consumption in the

methanator. Thirdly, due to higher hydrogen yield, less hydro-

carbon feed is required for a given production rate, and so reformers,

heat exchangers, etc. can be reduced in size to yield lower equip-

ment cost. Also due to reduced inert level in the feed gas to the

synthesis loop for ammonia production, the pressure in the syn-

t-he')s loop is lower, .thereby"reducingcoinpression cost.

, " .
,',,'
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In spite of the above advantages the LTS catalyst is very

susceptible to sulfur and halogen poisoning and extra precautions

are needed for purification of gases entering the system. The

LTS catalyst is more sensitive to temperature,upsets and other

plant upsets than are HTS catalyst.

5.2.3. BASIS OF MODEL DEVELOPED

A model for the converter excluding the inter bed cooling

heat exchangers has been formulated based on the following

thermodynamic and catalyst conditions.

1. Any change in pressure through the converter can be neglected:

2. An optimum equlibrium approach temperature of 500 was

assumed.

3. Maximum catalyst temperature should not exceed 7900F for

HTS catalyst and 4500F for LTS catalyst to avoid loss of

activity.

4. It is usually uneconomical to design for inlet temperatures

below 6000F for HTS catalYst and 3700F for LTS catalyst,

since the rates of reaction are very Slow below these
temperatures.

5. Distribution of gas floW velocity inside the converter is

uniform.

5.2.4. MATERIAL AND ENERGY BALANCES

Assuming piston flow of the gas through the catalyst

layers, the material balance can be represented by the following

F dx=rqW
., ;
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Making an energy balance for the same differential length

of the bed, we get (-FCQ) {- AHCO)Ti

tFj Cpj

The expression for AHco used in this work is given by

,(bH)CO= - 2047l.4+3.11T-0.1667X10-3T2+6.1236X105/T Btulb I"'\ole

The specific heats are usually expressed as power polynomials

in temperature. The expression for specific heats used in this

work are('l6)

C
PH 0 =

2

C =Pco
2

cp =
H2

Cp =
N2

Cp =
CH

4

-2 T . -5 T 2 -9 T 3
7.7.+0.04594XlO (1.8)+0.2521X10 (l.8) -0.8587XlO (l.S)

5.316+l.4285 (T/l.8) -0.8362X10-5 (1:8) 2+l. 784X10-9 (TIL 8) 3

-2 - 5. 2 -9 ( T ) 3
6.952-Q.04567X10 {T/l.8)+0.09563X10 (T/l.8) -0.2079X10 rS

6.903-0.037 53X10 -2 (TI l. 8) +0 •.l930X10 -5 (/8) 2_0• 6861X10 -9 (T 11. S) 3

5.2.5. KINETICS AND THERMODYNAMICSOF SHIFT CONVERSION

The water-gas shift reaction has been the subject of many

investigation and used commercially for a long time, but little

, , ..".
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work has been done to elucidate the influence of kinetic variables
, .

on the rate of reaction. Most rate equations for the water - gas

shift reaction was developed using an empirical approach.

One of the earlier rate equations used is given by Laupic-

hler (41). This rate equation assumes that the reaction is first

order with respect to displacement of CO from its equilibrium

concentration. One form of this equation that has been used in

reactor design is

K = SV logw

where SVw is the

(COi-COeq)/(COo-COeq)
Volume of inlet dry gas and steam
(hour) (catalyst volume)

(5.2.5a)

,CO, is the inlet CO concentration
1

COo is the outlet CO concentration

COeq is the equilibrium CO concentration

The rate equation given 'by eqn(5.2.5a) lends itself to easy

calculation but contains a number of inaccuracies. Moe (42)

proposed a rate equation which has greater validity. This rate

equation may be expressed as follows:

k K « 2WX-U-S ) ('=g~~ ) ) (5.2.5b)= --inSV S 2WX-U+S

where W = K-1

U = K (A+B) + (C+D)

S = U2-4WV

V = K(AB) (CD) •

Bohlbro (43) made a very thorough study of the kinetics

of the water - gas shift reaction over iron catalysts. He

'".o 1 '.



recommended a rate equation of the following form

rf = k(CO}l(H20)m (C02}p
(5.2.5c)

68

McDonald proposed the following kinetic model, postulating a

simultaneous oxidation - reduction mechanism:
. ,

R = k (PCO PMlO P P /K)
'2 - CO H2

(5.2.5d)

The rate equation which was used here is assumed to represent

midlife activity(a0

where,-R= exp(15.95-8820/T} for iron catalyst

= exp(12.88-3340/T) for copper zinc catalyst

and K = 'exp(-4. 72+8640/T) for 760 ~ T ~ 1060

= exp(-4.33+8240/T} for 1060.::s;:T<1360

For iron catalyst

~ = 0.816+0.184P for P < 11.8

= 1.53+0.123P for 11.8 <:: p.~ 20.0

= 4.0 for P > 20.0

For copper-zinc catalyst

\fJ = 4.86+0.14P for P ~'24.8

= 4.33 for P > 24.8

(5.2.5e)

The equilibrium CO mole fraction was based on the following

equations nCO nH (nCO + DnCO) (n2 2 + 6. nCO) (5.2.5f)
K = K = 2 H:l

nCO nH a v (nCO- D nCO) (nCOb- 6. nCO)2 . .

'.

'. '.
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where b is the moles of steam per mole of CO and n is the indicated

moles per 100 moles of dry gas. The fugacity correction term K =1v
for this system.

The percentage of CO in dry gas =

5.2.6. ALGORITHM FOR SOLUTION:

(5.2.5g)

a.

the

In order to study the effects of inlet temperatures and

exit concentration of CO upon the amount of catalyst required, a

base case for simulation was selected. The effects of process

variables are studied by varying the operating conditions from

the base case. Table D.l.I'gives conditions for base case

simulation.

The problem was solved using IBM 370 computer.

The algorithm may be stated;,a:s,follows:
.':~i'' .

Compare initial inlet~temperature, % CO on dry basis with~\.•.~., .
specified limits and then calculate necessary parameters

of the rate equation! .

b. Calculate (-rCO)avg = (-rCO).i+ ~ -rCO) i- (rCO)HIJ/2
skip this step for inlet incre m.nt.

c. Calculate the total change in number of moles of CO in the

incre ment with the help of the expression
(- I"> F

CO
) = W(-r )CO •

d. Calculate. new flow rates of different components by using

appropriate expression Fi+l = Fi!(-rCO) I"> W

, , .., "." " \
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e. Calculate Cp and (- (),.HCO) at Ti by using suitable expressions.

f. Calculate the incre mental rise in temperature

6.T by using energy balance equation
(- I:> FCO) (- bHCO)TiT -T=~--'"""'"--------

i+1 i LFjCpj

g. Calculate inlet temperature for the next increment

l. e T = T.+ AT. . i+l l"'"

h. Calculate mole fraction of each component by using the

i. Calculate from earlier values mole' fraction CO on dry basis.

j, Repeat from step (a) until the concentration of CO on dry

basis is below the specified limit.
k. When the specified limit of concentration is met, calculate

final temperature and total weight of.catalyst for each reactor

by multiplying incremental weight of the catalyst by the number

of increments.

5.2.7. DISCUSSION:
All simulated results are, shown in Appendix E. As discussed

earl ier, the third method of shift conversion i.e. remove part

of the Co in a bed with .iron ca,talyst and complete the removal

in a second reactor packed with more.expensive copper-zinc

catalyst was chosen. The operating variables were changed to study

their effects on the performance of the reactors. As seen from

Table E.l.la, as the inlet temperature is increased, the catalyst

requirements decrease when the t~mperature range is between

600.~40 OF for outlet CO ~onc~n~r~tid~ of. 2.25%; 600-680bF for
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" ' 0outlet CO convcentration of 2.65% and between 600-720 F for

outlet CO concentration of 3.0%. But for outlet CO concentration

of 2.25%, the catalyst requirements increases after 6400F.

Similar is the case for outlet CO concentration of 2.65% when

temperature exceed 6800F. This is due to the fact that for a

reversible exothermic reaction, we know that the rate increases with

temperature upto a certain temperature and then decreases again.

Decrease of temperature causes the equilibrium of shift conversion

reaction to proceed towards hydrogen formation. Therefore, in

order to decrease the CO concentration in the outlet gas, it

is desirable to keep gas temperature as low as possible. But

catalyst activity decllnes with the decrease of temperature.

The choice of inlet temperature to first reac,tor is dependent

on the acceptable outlet temperature from the first reactor.

This temperature cannot exceed 790+5 of since the rate data are

based on activities at midlife. Also with reference to the equa-

tions for th~ rate constants for both catalyst, it can be shown

that the rate doubles for a rise of 1000 for iron catalyst and

2000C for the copper-zinc catalyst. Thus the advantage of using

7900F as an approximate maximum for design, one has the opportunity

to raise the temperature to compensate for a 50% loss in activity

for the iron catalyst. 'Figure 5.1 sh:0wsthe dependence of catalyst

requirement on inlet temperature and outlet CO%.

In this work steam to CO ratio was taken as 5. From the

view point of chemical equilibrium it is quite clear that the

greater the steam/gas ratio, the better the shift conversion rate

be''')mes.If steam cori~entrad.on ,increas."s,the 'shift convers ion. ' ,
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rate rises. But if steam/gas ratio crosses a.certain limit the

conversion efficiency decreases. It happens due to decrease

of contact time between gas and catalyst owing to increase of

space velocity.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are typical plots of carbon monoxide

concentration versus temperature and conversion versus temperature
,

for both the reactors. From the conversion versus temperature

it is easily seen that for each 1% conversion, the temperature

increases 16-17 of, which is consistent with the values found in

literature and other.operating plants.

Also from Table E.l.lb, it is seen that as the inlet

temperature to the second reactor is increased, the catalyst

requirements decrease upto a certain temperature and then increase

with further increase to inlet temperature. Figures 5.4 and 5.5

show the catalyst requirements as a function of inlet temperature,

for two different fixed carbon monoxide percentage. Since the

copper zinc catalyst is expensive, decrease in this catalyst

requirement will definitely decrease the cost of operation.

Table E.l.lc shows catalyst requirement as function of effluent

carbon monoxide concentration.

Thus it can be inferr-edthat the inlet temperature to

first and second reactors cannot be increased directly, since

increases may lower the rate causing higher catalyst requirements

or lower conversion and hence higher outlet CO% at a fixed cat~lyst

weight.

'., ••• "t'"
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Since it is known that the rate data are normally based on

activities at midlife, the shift conversion unit usually perform

better than design at the outset and the usual method of keeping

the design outlet CO values is by altering temperature strategy

as the activity declines towards the last half of its life. Thus

the simulation results in this work can act as a guide for altering

temperatures in the converters. Shift converters in two fertilizer

plants operating in Bangladesh were also simulated to test the

validity of the theoretical studies. As seen from Table E.I.ld and

E.l.le the results are quite consistent with the design condition

of the fertilizer plant. Some discrepancy of catalyst weight

in the ZFF plant and outlet temperature in the UFFG plant was

due to the fact that different manufacturer's use different rate

expressions and activity level £or their catalyst. Also in the

operating plant there are two beds of catalyst for each HTS and

LTS catalyst. These factors plus the possibiliti that some excess

catalyst could be recommended based on plant experience can account

for the 10% or so discrepancies in~he results.

, ,
: J ,', •• :,,'
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this part of the thesis a brief review of the models of

fixed bed reactors was made and in particular a model was deve-

loped for a two stage single bed shift converter. The developed

model was simulated for various operating conditions.

The simulated results presented in this work can be used to

change the temperature strategy of the two converters. Temperature

changes cannot be made without considering the catalyst life

and temperature constraint since temperature increases may lower

the rate causing higher catalYst requirement or higher outlet

CO percentage than desired.

~hough the present work was able to fulfil its requisite

requirements yet there is great scope for further work in this

particular field. The present work can be extended to multi-bed

shift converters with heat exchange in between. Also an optimi-

zation of the operating variables can bi done to further improve

the operating conditions.This will be of relevance to the three

operating fertilizer factories of the country to run at optimum

operating concitions. ;

,',",
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NOHENCLATURE:

F inlet CO flow rate, lbmoles/hr.
r reaction rate, lb mole/lb catalyst~hr
B fractional coverage
x CO.converted, mole fraction basis
SV volume of inlet wet gas per hour per volume of catalyst
P. partial pressure~

k rate constant
k' pseudo-velocity constant, g-mole/time g-mole (g-mole)2/liter

k2 constant
.rr activity factor
K equilibrium constant
kg mass transfer coefficient
p pressure, atm
T temperature, oK
Yi mole fraction of component indicated
PB catalyst bulk density, lb/ft3

n indicated moles per 100 moles-of dry gas
b moles of steam per mole of CO
nH heat of reaction
Cp specific heat
l,m,p exponents
A,B,C,D initial concentration of CO,H20, CO2,H2 on mole fraction

basis

:'," . '
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APPENDIX A

GAS CHROMATOGRAPH CALIBRATION AND INTEGRATOR CALCULATION PROCEDURE:

In order to calculate the area correction factor (KF)

a calibration run using known amount or concentration of different

components is required. Since it was not possible to obtain

calibrated sample, the response' factors or area correction factors

used by Lynch (26) was used in this work. These area correction

factors are necessary in order to convert raw data in the form of

area percent (or in arbitrary units) into actual compositions

in the form of mole fractions. The reader is referred to (26) for det-

ails of calibration data used. The following average response

factors or area correction factors was used in this work. Average

Response Factor (KF) for CO2-N2 Mixture = 0.867. Average Response

Factor (I(P) for 02-N2 Mixture = 1.067 Average Response Fac'lor(KF)

for CO - N2 Mixture = 1.235. Though the area correction factors

(KF) given by Lynch (26) was used in this work, a brief desirip-

tion of how to find the area correction factor in the Pye Unicam

DP-88. Electronic Integrator is given for clarity.

A calibration run must be made to calculate the area

correction factors (KF) of ~omponents having different de ,ector
; .

response using one of the components as a reference. The general

procedure is given in the formula:

AREA f (1)re
% CONC f(4) Xre

%CONCi(3)

AREAi (2) = CONC
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A numercial example of this calculation procedure is given

below, where it is assumed that a mixture of components A, B,

and C has caused the integrator to produce the following raw data:

COMPONENT

A

B

C

RETENTION TIME

155

313

750

AREA

27705

28172

46649

99626T

Here the peak at 750 sec is taken as a reference. The general

procedure is as follows:
1. The area of the component selected as the reference peak

(AREAref) is entered to register 1.
2. The percentage of pure component selected on the reference

component in the total calibration sample (% CONC f) is enteredre

to register 4.
3. The percentage of pure component of interest (CONC.) in thel

total calibration sample is entered to register 3.
4. The area of the component of interest (AREA.) is enteredl

to register 2.
5. The retention time of the component of interest is then

entered. If now the TIME and CONC key of the integrator is pressed,

the retention time and KF value of the component are printed.

6. Steps 3,4 and 5 are repeated for each component in the

chromotogram, including the reference component (whose KF value

I, .:. y." .



should be 1.000) • The quantitation Data for the above numerical

example is shown is tabular form:

COMPONEN'l' RETENTION AREAref CONCref CONCi AREA, KF,

NAME TIME
l. l.

A 155 43644 50.320 25.250 27705 0.791

B 313 43644 50.320 24.410 28172 0.782

Since in our work we have used known KF values, the general

procedure can be given in the formula
AREAi(l) XKFi(7) = (AREA) (TOTAL)

NORMALIZED % (8) XAREAi (1) = (CONC)

The above formula is self explanatory.

, ,'... ", ..
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'APPENDIX B

CALCULATION OF REACTION RATES IN RECYCLE REACTOR

A schematic diagram of an recycle reactor system is shown

below:

)

Q,Co L,

Now rate can be written as =F(Cl-C) Iv

The average overall rate based on the feed

Ro = avo rate = Q(Co-C)/v

...... (A)

(B)

A material balance around the point where recyc'le stream go ins

the fresh feed can be written as

QCo + qC = (q+Q)C1
or Cl = qC+Qcol

(q+Q)

= -Be + Co I
i+l

Q

=

where,

RC+Co
R + 1

R = qlQ

. , ,
:",'.\', ','.

.......

............

( C)

(D)
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If eqn (A) is to express a differential conversion, then C must

approach C1 or in terms of eqn (C), q must be much greater than Q,

so that C1 ~C. Assuming q~-; Q, the overall rate measured in

terms of inlet and effluent concentration become, equal to the

differential conversion per cycle

Rate = (co-C)/VI Q

Therefore a ~t finite conversion level, C-Co is realized while

the conversion per cycle is differentials C-CI.

ERROR ANALYSIS IN THE KINETIC DATA
The rate was calculated from the following equation.

where Fo = feed rate of total gas mixture

C = % CO2 in the outlet

W = amount of cat,
The fractional error i~ (rC02) avg is given by' (carberry)

222

{
t:. (rC02)avg~ = {elncrC02) av ,'CAF00

(rC02) II In FO Fo~g - ,
, • ' . 2 2

~ln' CrC02)av~ ~ACc~
+ r '?l. In C 'J \ -)

~

~.crC02). j2+ . avg
oln W

2

(~
The weight of the catalyst can be assumed to be perfectly known.

Since Fo and C are independent, it can be shown that the partial

derivative terms are ,each equal.tol.O
.: ..

,) .'"



Hence ~

II(re02)av 'K':~72 '+ ~)2 J(re02)avg

From five or so replicates of Fa and e, we can find out

89

=

fractional error in the reaction rate from the aboveand

;SFo
Fa

find the

........... , &
DC
e = . .

equation.

. /-'

.. :
. ','
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APPE~DIX C

.MATERIAL BALANCE ON CO

Known Parameters:

Temperature

Total Pressure

90

Tc;tal volumetric flow rate:

Volumetric flow rate of CO

% CO2 on the product:

% CO in the product: 0

.';. at
STP

~.

Under steady state conditions material balance on CO

COin
(mols! )see

= CO.. +out
(mols!see)

CO2
(moIS!see)

(~.I)

% CO in the feed = Vol. flow rate of CO
Total vol flow rate X 100

There is decrease in the total number of moles on the reaction

proceeds

However, since the concentration of CO in the feed will be small,

the total mole change of the gas mixture, can be neglected

co, =( % CO in the feed
rn 100

, ",:: c

, :
: ,' ..

flow rate) /

/ Volume
. at S.T.P



= 0.0 mol

91

in the product
100

) (Total vol flow rat4tI Volume
at STP

If % rlifference between L.H.S and R.H.S of equation (C.I)is small

then it is satisfactory. Generally it should be less than 5%.



APPENDIX D

BASE CASE FOR SIMULATION STUDIES

Table D.l.l. Base case for Simulation Studies

Pressure at HTS converter = 26.53 atm

92

Pressure at LTS converter = 25.85 atm

CO feed entering HTS converter = 1612.0
lbmoles

hr.

CO2 " " " "

H2 " " " "

N2 " " " "

(CH4+Ar) " " "

Stearn " " "
Total wet feed from reformer

Reactor 1

Inlet temperature

Ou.t1et temperature

= 979.6

= 7043.2

= 2703.2

= 62.0

= 8060

= 20,460

"

"

"

"

"

"

CO in dry gas

Reactor 2

Inlet temperature

Outlet temperature

CO in dry basis

. '".

= 13% in, 2'95% out

=- 4150F

= 4480F

= 2.65% in, 0.3% out
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APPENDIX E

SIMULATED RESULTS FROM SHIFT CONVERTERS

Tab1eE.1.1a. Simulated results from First Reactor

Outlet Temperature, of Weight of Catalyst
CO% concen- In Out in First Reactor
tration (lbs)
(First Reactor)

2.25 600 731.46 233,800
2.25 610 741.12 226,000
2.25 640 770.11 215,000
2.25 650 779.77 218,600
2.25 660 789.42 232,800
2.25 670 798.98 360,800

3 .0 600 721. 70 180,200
3.0 610 731.45 171,200
3.0 640 760.44 148,200
3.0 650 770.14 142,200
3.0 660 779.91 137,200
3.0 670 789.5.1 ] ;,2 , 0(,0
3.0 680 799.18 128,000
3.0 700 818" 57 122,600
3 .0 720 837."95 121,600

2.65 600 726.25 200,200
2.65 610 735.97 191,200
2.65 640 764.93 169,200
2.65 650 774.63 164,200
2.65 660 784.31 160,200
2.65 '670 793.95 157,200
2.65 680 803.65 156,200
2.65 690 813.32 157,600
2.65 700. 822.99 163,800

93
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Table E.l.lb. Simulated results from Second Reactor

Outlet CO% Temperature, of weight of catalyst
in second reactor

First Second (lbs)
Reactor Reactor In Out
2.25 0.3 395 423.39 149,800

rl 2.25 0.2 400 429.77 224,000

f:il
2.25 0.25 400 429.06 174,600

(j} 2.25 0.30 400 428.35 149,600<t:u 2.25 0.30 415 443.24 150,600
2.25 0.30 421 449.19 152,200

3.0 0.2 400 440.34 275,600
N

3.0 0.3 400 438.93 167,000
riI 3.0 0.3 448.85 168,600(j} 410
<t:
u 3.0 0.3 420 458.73 172,000

2.65 0.3 370 404.23 164,000
2.65 0.2 370 405.72 217,000
2.65 0.2 390 425.54' 228,000 I .

2.65 0.3 390 429.10 160,000
2.65 0.2 395 420.49 235,400
2.65 0.2 400 435.44 247,200

M 2.65 0.3 400 433.99 159,000
riI 2.65 0.3 415 448.88 161,400(j}

<t: 2.65 0.35 415 448.813 161,400u
2.65, 0.3 415: 448.17 140,800
2.65 0.25 425 459.48 220,400
2.65 0.3 425 458.78 166,000
2.65 0.4 425; 457.36 125,800

...'



Table E.l.1c. Analysis of Results obtained from Case 3 LTS

Outlet CO% Inlet temperature to Total catalyst require-
Second Reactor ments in Second Reactor

(oF) (ibs)

*0.2 370 217,000
0.2 390 228,000
0.2 395 235,400
0.2 400 247,000

*0.3 370 164,000
0.3 390 160,000
0.3 390 160,000
0.3 400 159,000
0.3 415 161,000
0.3 425 166,000

*0.4 370 137,000
0.4 390 141,000
0.4 395 129,000.
0.4 400 128,000
0.4 415 127,000
0.4 425 125,800

* can be excluded due to temperature below 390°F.

, ,.
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Table E.1.ld. Results from Zia Fertilizer Factory (ZFF)

Reactor 1

Source of Inlet Outlet Temperature of Catalyst
Results CO% CO% In Out weight

(1bs)

ZFF
Plant 12.08 2.59 662 780.8 143,220
SiI"ulation
Results 12.08 2.588 662 778.85 166,600

Reactor 2

Source of Inlet Outlet Temperature (oF) Catalyst
Results CO% CO% Ih Out weight

(lbs)

ZFF
Plant 2.59 0.3 404.6 437.0 183,850
Simulation
Results 2.588 0.299 404.6 438.25 159,4000

Table E.1.1e. Results from Urea Fertilizer Factory, Ghorashal (UFFG)

Reactor 1
Source of Inlet Outlet Temperature eF Catalyst
Results CO% CO% In Out weight (lbs)
UFFG
Plant 13.16 2.92 689 815 82,386
Simulation
Results 13.16 2.919 689 810.35 82,000

Reactor 2
Source of Inlet Outlet Temperature eF Catalyst
Results CO% CO% In Out weight (lbs)
UFFG
Plant 2.92 0.35 394.2 423 70,26:)
Simulation
Results 2.919 0.349 394.2 431.32 69,200

, ..
, " ~.""
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MA INPGM DATE 29/09/81 TIME

D1oSfC"i OF A SHIFT CONVERS'ICI'rSYSTEM-FOR--COW{ERTING'Cc- TC CC2
~WLG~AP~ING UCN~ BY ENAMUL HAQUE.CHEMICAL E~GG DEPT.S.U.E.T.

--- ...-.-----i\ppj;;NDIXF---------------

DIMENSION FCO(ZOOOJ.FCOZ(Z(OOJ.FH24Z000}.FH20(ZOOOI.XA(ZOOOI.YCO(
I 2UOOI,UYCU(2000I,YCOZ(20001.YHZ(2000J.VH20(ZOOO).T(ZOOO).RCG(2000)
£1=5.0
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'-H2.( 11=56.8*124.0
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